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Abstract Studies of the behaviors of glaciers, ice sheets, and ice streams rely heavily
on both observations and physical models. Data acquired via remote sensing provide
critical information on geometry and movement of ice over large sections of Antarctica
and Greenland. However, uncertainties are present in both the observations and the
models. Hence, there is a need for combining these information sources in a fashion
that incorporates uncertainty and quantifies its impact on conclusions. We present a
hierarchical Bayesian approach to modeling ice-stream velocities incorporating phys-
ical models and observations regarding velocity, ice thickness, and surface elevation
from the North East Ice Stream in Greenland. The Bayesian model leads to interesting
issues in model assessment and computation.

Keywords Hierarchical Bayesian analysis · Importance sampling · Markov chain
Monte Carlo

1 Introduction

Ice-covered regions of the earth make up part of the cryosphere. It is important to
understand the physical relationships that control the behavior of ice since there could
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146 L. M. Berliner et al.

be catastrophic consequences (due to sea-level rise, warm oceans and moist atmo-
spheres, and reversal of major current flows) associated with excessive melting. By
studying the dynamics of ice movement, glaciologists are building tools that can be
used to forecast the cryosphere’s response to climate forcing.

Recent advances in data collection (remote sensing and automated recording of
field-based observations) have had an enormous effect on both the quantity and quality
of the data. In this article, we shall take advantage of this in a hierarchical Bayesian
analysis of ice-stream movement that takes the data on the ice stream’s surface eleva-
tion, basal elevation, and surface velocity, and combines it with the physical principle
of forces and stresses in equilibrium. Ice moves downhill due to the force of gravity;
it is in equilibrium (no acceleration) if that force is counterbalanced by stresses due
to drag at the base (thought to be more or less according to the amount of lubrication
at the ice–rock interface), and drag at the sides from slower-moving ice.

Greenland and Antarctica represent the majority of the cryosphere; in this article,
we shall use the North East Ice Stream in Greenland to illustrate a Bayesian approach
to incorporating uncertainty (data, model, and parameter uncertainty) into the study
of ice-stream dynamics. The data were collected in 1995. Recent evidence of unusu-
ally rapid acceleration of two fast-flowing tidewater glaciers in south-east Greenland
(Steams and Hamilton 2006), as well as one in west Greenland (Joughin et al. 2004),
make a follow-up study of the North East Ice Stream of future interest. There is some
speculation that warmer summer temperatures lead to increasing amounts of surface
water that eventually reaches the base, lubricating the ice–rock interface. Based on
the results given in this paper, differences between two stress fields can be assessed
statistically. The question of whether differences are due to random fluctuations or
due to climate forcing can be addressed in a statistically scientific manner.

Our Bayesian analysis explicitly incorporates physical models. This is an example
of physical-statistical modeling; see Berliner (2003) for discussion and references. As
applied here, this leads to interesting statistical issues, including smoothing explan-
atory variables in prediction models, model selection, and challenges in Bayesian
computations.

Section 2 presents the glaciology behind our Bayesian model, which is incorporated
into the physical-statistical model described in Sect. 3. Computational algorithms are
given in Sect. 4. Results are presented in Sect. 5, and concluding remarks are given in
Sect. 6.

2 Glaciological background and motivations

Remote-sensing provides critical observational information on geometry and move-
ment of ice over large sections of Antarctica and Greenland. Nevertheless, some critical
physical variables of interest are observed incompletely. In addition, both observations
and physical models are subject to uncertainties. Hence, there is a need for combining
observations and models in a fashion that incorporates uncertainty and quantifies its
impact on conclusions.

Our illustration uses data collected along a 400 km profile running roughly down
the center of the North East Ice Stream in Greenland; see Fig. 1. The surface topog-
raphy and ice thickness observations were gathered as part of the Program for Arctic
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Fig. 1 Observations of Surface and Basal Topographies. Shown are the observations of the surface elevation
and basal elevation. There are 2,880 observations for each variable

Climate Regional Assessments (PARCA). Surface topography and ice thickness were
sampled every few hundred meters using equipment mounted on the Wallops Flight
Facility P-3 aircraft. The surface data were obtained by lasar altimetry; thickness data
were obtained by radar altimetry, essentially estimating the distance from the surface
to the base of the ice stream. The surface-velocity data, presented later, were calculated
by Ian Joughin and provided as part of the PARCA dataset.

We use a highly simplified model relating surface velocities to geometrical features
(surface topography and ice thickness) of the stream; the reader may consult Paterson
(1994, Chap. 11) for further explanation. Glaciers flow under the force of gravity, but
encounter frictional effects at their base and sides. Hence, critical factors in determin-
ing velocities include quantities such as the ice thickness acting in combination with
forces acting along the sides and at the base of the glacier.

The effect of gravity is quantified by driving stress (stress is force per unit volume):

τd(x) = −ρgH(x)
ds(x)

dx
, (1)

where s is ice-surface elevation, H is the ice thickness, ρ is the density of ice, and
g = 9.81 m s−2 is the gravity constant. Since the ice is on the order of 1 km thick
in our case, it is reasonable to assume that its density is constant; we assumed that
constant to be 911 kg m−3.

The effect of frictional forces acting on the glacier as it moves over its base is
quantified through basal drag denoted by τb(x). Under an equilibrium or steady-flow
assumption, and ignoring other forces acting on the ice, driving stress and basal drag
are in balance: τd(x) + τb(x) ≈ 0, and hence

τb(x) = ρgH(x)
ds(x)

dx
. (2)
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148 L. M. Berliner et al.

Next, under a laminar-flow assumption, the surface velocity u (in the negative
x-direction) is given by

u(x) = ub + 2A

n + 1
H(x) τ n

b (x), (3)

where ub represents the sliding velocity (e.g., Paterson 1994, p. 251). The quantities A
and n are flow parameters. Following tradition, we set n = 3 in this article. The param-
eter A is the subject of much interest and uncertainty. As discussed in Paterson (1994,
pp. 94–98), A varies with temperature. In our analysis, A is treated as an unknown. Our
posterior inferences regarding A are suggestive of higher-than-expected temperatures
(Sect. 5).

In addition to making explicit use of these models, our development treats an impor-
tant smoothing or averaging problem (e.g., Paterson 1994, pp. 264–265). Since the
stress modeled in (2) involves the surface derivative, it is very sensitive to small-scale
variations in surface topography. Similar sensitivities to small-scale, but perhaps unim-
portant, variations in ice thickness, may also arise. Hence, in applications, stress is
usually spatially averaged over horizontal distances of a few ice thicknesses. Indeed,
if averaging is not done, the stress estimates include unreasonably large variations.
Therefore, it is of interest to assess smoothing schemes with the intent of compromis-
ing between the small-scale information available and estimating the forces important
to glacier flow. We also note that such smoothing issues arise in many practical set-
tings, where physical models based on differential equations are derived from highly
localized approximate physics.

These issues introduce an interesting twist for statistical modeling. In our example,
we focus on selection of the degree of smoothing for the base, leading to smoothing of
thickness. However, our interest is not smoothing the base for purposes of estimating
the base in its own right, but rather smoothing it for use as an explanatory variable in
a model for velocities.

3 Physical-statisical modeling of the North East Ice Stream

3.1 Hierarchical Bayesian approach

The following archetypical hierarchical model has proven useful as a framework for
model development (Berliner 1996). Consider three basic collections of variables to
be modeled: data, our observations; process, those physical, state variables of inter-
est (e.g., velocities, stresses, etc.); and parameters, unknown physical constants and
parameters introduced in the modeling. Modeling proceeds by developing the core
probability distributions:

Data model: [data|process, parameters],
Process model: [process|parameters],
Prior on parameters: [parameters],

where [A|B] is notation for the conditional distribution of variables A given vari-
ables B. Scientific information is used in the formulation of all three components.
Consideration of the process model, separate from the data, is particularly helpful in
incorporating quantitative physical models.
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Equilibrium dynamics of ice streams 149

3.2 Model overview

Our three data vectors, each of length 2,880, are denoted as follows: surface observa-
tions, S; basal observations, B; and velocity observations, U. The surface and basal
elevation data are shown in Fig. 1; the velocity observations are shown in Fig. 4. The
corresponding processes of interest are true surface s(x), true basal topography b(x),
and true velocities u(x).

We formulate the data and process models as follows:

Data Model: [B, S, U | b, s, u, θ ] = [B | b, θ B][S | s, θ S][U | u, θU ] (4)

Process Model: [b, s, u | θ ] = [b | θb][s | θ s] (5)

×[u | b, s, θb, θ s, θu], (6)

where θ denotes the collection of all model parameters; notation such as θ B is used
to indicate those parameters explicity appearing in the indicated models.

The right-hand side of (4) arises from the assumptions: (i) conditional indepen-
dence of the datasets given the true processes, and (ii) the conditional distributions of
the three datasets depend on the processes only through the specific processes each
represents. The second assumption is tenuous in that basal data B is actually com-
puted as the difference of surface observations and thickness observations. However,
the assumption leads to some useful simplifications. Also, examination of posterior
results show only negligible correlations between residuals from the fitted surface and
basal elevations.

The right-hand side of (5) follows from the assumption that the base and surface are
independent, conditional upon model parameters θ . Modeling of these processes will
be conditional upon smooth processes included in definitions of θb and θ s . That is, we
do not assume that b and s are independent, but rather that the small-scale departures
from those large-scale processes are independent.

To treat the issue of spatial smoothing discussed earlier, we assume that velocities
depend on the base and surface only through their respective smoothed versions θb

and θ s . That is, we assume that

[u | b, s, θb, θ s, θu] = [u | θb, θ s, θu], (7)

leading to (6). To formalize the problem of selection of resolution, we consider a
collection of models that allow various levels of smoothness in defining the basal
process θb (here, we consider four models for the base, but a single model for the sur-
face, for simplicity). Specifically, we allow for θb,r to depend on different smoothing
resolutions r ; details are described below.

Finally, as a simplifying assumption, we assume that the process model for veloc-
ities is deterministic, conditional on θb,r and other parameters. After presenting the
results of our analysis, we comment on extensions to the modeling.
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150 L. M. Berliner et al.

3.3 Components of the hierarchical model

3.3.1 Basal-elevation model

We use a wavelet-based process model for the basal elevation. To simplify calcula-
tions, we partitioned the domain of the data into 211 = 2, 048 bins of equal length
(189.5 m) and defined b̄ to be the 2,048-dimensional vector constructed by averaging
b within each bin. That is, corresponding to the i th bin, (xi−1, xi ), the i th element of
b̄ is defined as

b̄i = ∆−1

xi∫

xi−1

b(x)dx, (8)

where ∆ = 189.5 m.
Data Model. Let ni be the number of observations in bin i, i = 1, . . . , 2, 048. We
redefine the basal data vector to be the 2,048-dimensional vector B̄ whose i th entry is
the average of those observations contained in bin i . We assume

B̄ | b̄ ∼ N (b̄, σ 2
B diag{n−1

i }), (9)

where σ 2
B denotes measurement-error variance and diag{n−1

i } is a 2, 048 × 2, 048
matrix with diagonal elements equal to n−1

i and all off-diagonal elements equal to 0.
Process Model. We form a multiresolution wavelet decomposition, treating the degree
of smoothness to be a parameter r . We chose four resolutions, labeled 1,2,3, and 4.
Resolution r = 1 is the most smooth option considered (at most 8 wavelet func-
tions are allowed); with r = 2[3(4)], at most 16[32(64)] wavelets are considered.
(Lower resolutions were deemed insufficient, a priori, and higher resolutions offered
no improvement in results.)

After converting to discrete wavelet forms, each model is simply a linear regression
model: for r = 1, we have

b̄ = Ws9Ss9 + Wd9Dd9 + e1 (10)

where both Ss9 (“smooth signal”) and Ds9 (“detail signal”) are vectors of four regres-
sion coefficients each, Ws9 and Wd9 are 2, 048 × 4 matrices of discretized wavelet
functions, and e1 is a 2,048-dimensional error vector. (The notation “s9” and “d9”
match that used in Bruce and Gao 1996, Chap. 2.) For r = 2, we add additional
“details”:

b̄ = Ws9Ss9 + Wd9Dd9 + Wd8Dd8 + e2, (11)

where Dd8 is an eight-dimensional vector of regression coefficients and Wd8 is a
2, 048×8 matrix. Models for r = 3, 4 include more “details.” We assume that model-
error vectors have mean zero and Gaussian distributions with covariance matrices
described below. We can write the models as follows: For each r = 1, 2, 3, 4,

b̄ ∼ N (Wr Cr , σ
2
r Σ(φ1r , φ2r )), (12)
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where Wr is the 2, 048 × k(r) matrix of discretized wavelet basis functions (k(1) =
8, k(2) = 16, k(3) = 32, k(4) = 64); and Cr is the k(r)×1 vector of coefficients. We
define the correlation matrices Σ(φ1r , φ2r ) to be those of autoregressive processes of
order two (AR(2)). The choice of AR(2) error models was based on preliminary data
analysis and practicality (the inverses of the Σ(φ1r , φ2r ) are known in closed form).

Recalling the earlier general notation, we identify θb,r ≡ (Cr , σ
2
r , φ1r , φ2r ).

Priors on Parameters. Our prior for the measurement-error variance σ 2
B is an inverse-

gamma distribution with mean 50 and standard deviation 15. Next, note that we expect
{σ 2

r } to be decreasing in r . We assumed inverse-gamma prior distributions for these
quantities, with means 8,000, 4,000, 2,000, 1,000, for r = 1, . . . , 4, respectively. In
all four cases, we assumed the prior standard deviations to be 200.

The covariance parameters φ1r and φ2r are of minor interest here, and small vari-
ations in their values do not affect our results. We used the residuals resulting from
ordinary least squares fits to the data to estimate these quantities and treated them as
known in the analysis:

φ1r = 1.603, 1.603, 1.603, 1.567 and φ2r = −0.638,−0.638,−0.638,−0.633,

for r = 1, . . . , 4, respectively.
Regarding the four coefficients, say cs , present in each of the Cr and representing

the “smooth signal”, we assumed that

cs ∼ N (µ, σ 2
scI4), (13)

where µ is the vector of ordinary least squares estimates of Haar-wavelet coefficients
derived from the basal data. We used an inverse-gamma prior for σ 2

sc, with mean 2002

and standard deviation 40. The coefficents of the “detail signals” were all assumed
to be independent and normally distributed with prior means equal to zero and prior
variances σ 2

rc varying with r . The parameters {σ 2
rc} were assumed to be independent

with inverse-gamma distributions, having the following means and variances:

r = 1 r = 2 r = 3 r = 4

Prior mean 2,5002 1,0002 1,0002 1,0002

Prior standard deviation 250 100 100 100

3.3.2 Surface model

We decompose the surface as

s(x) = sθs (x) + S(x), (14)

where sθs is a parameterized function representing the large-scale surface and S is a
zero-mean spatial stochastic process with constant variance σ 2

S and stationary corre-
lation function γ (x, x ′) = γ (|x − x ′|). To model sθs , we adapted a simple formula
given in Paterson (1994, p. 243):
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152 L. M. Berliner et al.

sθs (x) = µ + K (L1+n−1 − (L − x)1+n−1
)0.50n/(n+1), (15)

where θs ≡ (µ, K , L) are treated as unknown parameters. Recall that we fixed the
parameter n = 3. Paterson’s derivations involve some approximations, including a
constant value for the ice thickness, specification of K as a function of n, ρ, g, A and
the constant ice thickness, and knowledge of L as the length of the ice-stream from its
beginning to its terminus. In the spirit of physical-statistical modeling, we (i) included
an unknown intercept term µ and (ii) treated K and L as unknowns.
Data Model. We assume that, conditional on the true surface,

S | s, σ 2
S ∼ N (s, σ 2

S I), (16)

where s is the vector of true surface values at the observation locations and σ 2
S denotes

the measurement-error variance. Based on (14), we integrate out S in (16), leading to
the data model

S | θs, σ
2
S , σ 2

S ∼ N (sθs , σ 2
S I + σ 2

S Γ ), (17)

where sθs is the vector of the large-scale surface model evaluated at the observation
locations and Γ is the matrix of correlations of S at pairs of those locations, as implied
by the correlation function γ .

Rather than dealing with the overhead of modeling γ , we assume that for all loca-
tions separated by at least 150 m, the correlation is approximately zero. We then take
a subsample of the surface data such that all observations are at least 150 m apart. We
used a subsample of 600 observations. We should have very little loss in efficiency
in basing our analysis of the surface on such a subsample: 600 is a very large sample
size for estimating three parameters (µ, K and L). Further, we tried a total of six such
subsamples and obtained essentially the same results. Of course, the analysis hinges
on the approximation that the decorrelation length scale of small-scale variations is
150 m.

Under our assumption of decorrelation length of 150 m, a subsample such that all
observations are at least 150 m apart, say Sl , has distribution given by

Sl | θs, σ
2
Sl ∼ N (sθs

l , σ 2
Sl I), (18)

where σ 2
Sl = σ 2

S +σ 2
S and sθs

l is the vector of large-scale surface values at the subsample
locations.
Prior on Parameters. Under the assumptions above, we need only consider a prior for
the parameters µ, K , L , and σ 2

Sl . Since we have only three parameters, 600 indepen-
dently distributed observations, and relatively uninformed priors on the parameters,
we suggest application of an asymptotic approximation to the posterior. For all but the
most highly concentrated priors, the posterior can be approximated by a multivariate
normal distribution with means given by the conventional least squares estimates and
covariance matrix given by the estimated inverse information matrix for our setting.
That is, all realistic priors would be dominated by the data. More directly stated, we
act as if our prior on these parameters is “uniform”.
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3.3.3 Velocity model

The theory developed earlier allows for modeling a data stage for surface velocity. For
example, consider

U = u + m, (19)

where u is the vector of true velocities at the observation locations and m is a vector
of measurement errors. Also, consider process models of the form,

u = E(u|θb,r , θ s, θu) + εu, (20)

for each r , where εu is a vector of model errors. For the purposes of our illustration
here, we assume that (i) m and εu are independent, and (ii) within each error vector,
the elements are independent, all having mean zero and common variances. Hence,
we model a single error vector, eU = m + εu , whose elements all have mean zero and
common variance, say σ 2

U .
We formulate the conditional mean indicated in (20) by relying on the condi-

tional dependencies in (7). That is, for the fitted surface function and each resolution
r = 1, 2, 3, 4 used in developing the basal models, we consider (i) the corresponding
smoothed versions of thickness, defined as

Hr = sθs − Wr Cr , (21)

and (ii) similarly defined smoothed values of τbx (see (2)), defined as

τ r = ρg

(
Hr · dsθs

dx

)
, (22)

where the right-hand side means each coordinate is obtained as the elementwise prod-
ucts of Hr and the vector of the derivatives of the fitted surface function at the obser-
vation locations.

Applying (3), we model the expected values of the true velocities at the observation
locations as linear functions of the corresponding coordinates of Hr times the cubes
(since n = 3) of coordinates of τ r . In preliminary data analyses, we noted that a single
model for velocity did not perform well. Rather, it appears that at least two models
are needed. Hence, we assumed a single change point, say c.

Combining these assumptions, we obtain the following model for the velocity obser-
vations:

U =
(

ub1 1c

ub2 1c̃

)
+

(
0.50A1 (Hr · τ n

r )c

0.50A2 (Hr · τ n
r )c̃

)
+ eu, (23)

where the subscripts c and c̃ indicate the varying dimensions of the indicated vectors,
depending on the value of the change point c.
Priors on Parameters. To treat the unknown parameters,

θu = ((ubi , Ai )i=1,2; c, σ 2
U ), (24)
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154 L. M. Berliner et al.

we explored a simple strategy for developing their priors. First, we performed stan-
dard linear regression, with a change point, of the velocity data on the posterior means
of the smoothed thickness and stresses-cubed. Using standard results from statistical
regression theory, we developed “data-dependent” priors with means equal to the least-
squares estimates and covariance matrices equal to those of the least-squares estimator.
Some justification for this approach parallels the large-sample-size argument used for
dealing with the parameters of the surface model. Namely, having reduced to just a
few unknowns, the prior really does not matter in the presence of a large number of
observations. In each case, we also fitted the unknown change point c via least squares
(i.e., for each value in a very fine grid of possible values of c, we performed least
squares regression on each side of that value, found the implied total sum of squared
deviations, and choose the c value that minimized these sums). We found very strong
agreement on the value of c across all values of r . Hence, we treated c as known
and equal to 77.5 km for the rest of the analyses in this paper. Our treament of σ 2

U is
explained in the next section.

4 Bayesian computations

The complexity of our model prohibits exact computation of the posterior distribution.
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a natural approach, though direct use of stan-
dard Gibbs Sampling is not suggested due to the nonlinearities present in (2) and (3).
One could try to incorporate some form of rejection sampling or Metropolis-Hastings
steps in a Gibbs hybrid MCMC. Instead, we combine MCMC with Importance Sam-
pling Monte Carlo (ISMC); a general introduction to both MCMC and ISMC can
be found in Robert and Casella (1999). An illustration of these technologies in a
geophysical problem is given in Berliner et al. (2003).

An outline of the calculations used here is as follows. We first run separate, indepen-
dent Gibbs Sampling algorithms for each of the four basal models and for the surface
model. These runs produce ensembles from the posterior distributions [θb,r | B̄] and
[θ s | Sl ]. They are then used in conjunction with the velocity model (23) to simulate
velocities conditional on B̄, Sl , and r . Then, to incorporate the velocity data U, we
reweight the ensemble using ISMC results.

Our strategy is motivated by two key points. First, a natural Bayesian treatment
of the model-resolution issue involves formal mixture modeling. That is, we would
assign prior probabilities, say p(r), r = 1, . . . , 4, leading to a mixture model for θb

and hence u. These probabilities are then updated in light of the data. Following this,
Bayesian model selection or modeling averaging can be applied. However, preliminary
explorations of the models and data suggest that the mixture-model approach yields
overwhelming support to the highest resolution wavelet model (r = 4). That is, the
posterior probability p(r = 4|B̄, Sl) ≈ 1 for any plausible choice of prior probabilities
p(r). Since

p(r |B̄, Sl , U) = [B̄, Sl , U|r ] p(r)∑
r [B̄, Sl , U|r ] p(r)

(25)
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= [U|B̄, Sl , r) p(r |B̄, Sl)∑
r [U|B̄, Sl , r ] p(r |B̄, Sl)

, (26)

incorporating the velocity data still results in p(r = 4|B̄, Sl , U) ≈ 1 for our data. Intu-
itively, this favoritism of the highest-resolution model could only be changed if that
model produced a comparatively poor fit to the velocity data. As we show later, this
is not the case; indeed, all four resolutions lead to competitive velocity results. Also,
note that the collapse of the posterior probabilities renders standard model-averaging
uninteresting in this case.

Second, there is scientific interest in the level of smoothing in our context. We do
not seek a smooth representation of basal elevation for its own sake, but rather wish
to create a predictor variable that yields useful predictive models for a dependent var-
iable (velocity). Formal analyses should involve a decision-theoretic approach. In this
article, we take a more data-analytic view, inspecting the apparent quality of the final
models as reflected in their estimated predictive variances.

4.1 MCMC-ISMC algorithms

For each r = 1, . . . , 4, we combine the data model (9) and the process model (12),
along with priors on parameters, using independent Gibbs samplers to produce real-
izations from the the posterior distribution,

[b, Cr , σ
2
r , φ1r , φ2r , σ

2
B |B̄]. (27)

Similarly, we use Gibbs sampling to generate realizations from the posterior dis-
tribution for the surface quantities (see 15)),

[µ, K , L , σ 2
Sl |Sl ], (28)

based on the data model (18) and the priors on parameters.
We next turn to incorporation of the velocity data. First, define Z=(µ, K , L , σ 2

Sl , b,

Cr , σ
2
r , φ1r , φ2r , σ

2
B). Under our assumptions, the ensemble members above obtained

by MCMC can be combined to produce an ensemble {Zm : m = 1, . . . , M} (we used
M = 2,000, after disregarding the first 5,000 iterates as burn-in in each case) from
the posterior distribution [Z|B̄, Sl ]. We can write (23) economically as [U|θu, Z]. It
follows that the final posterior distribution is

[θU , Z|U, B̄, Sl ] ∝ [U|θU , Z][θU ][Z|B̄, Sl ]. (29)

Let {θm
U : m = 1, . . . , M} be a random sample from the prior [θU ]. Standard

importance-sampling results then imply that {(θm
U , Zm) : m = 1, . . . , M} is a prob-

ability-weighted sample from the target posterior distribution (29), with normalized
weights defined by
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αm = [U | θm
U , Zm]∑M

j=1[U | θ
j
U , Z j ]

∝ [U | θm
U , Zm]. (30)

However, this approach is inefficient and the ISMC weights in (30) are typically poorly
behaved when the dimension of U is large, as in our case. Improved efficiency may
be obtained by using both the velocity data and the prior [θU ] to direct the simulation
of parameters. The difficulty with the ISMC weights is that all but a very few of them
are typically zero in the presence of high-dimensional datasets, implying that only a
few of the ensemble members actually contribute to final posterior results. Review
and discussion of such issues can be found in Berliner et al. (2006).

To increase both efficiency and control for the negative impacts of large sample
sizes, we incorporate the velocity data in our generation of the parameter ensem-
ble and use a dimension-reduction based on sufficiency. The analysis here is an
example of the approach in Berliner et al. (2006).

4.1.1 Sufficient statistics and ISMC

Suppose that, for every Z, the model [U | θU , Z] admits a sufficient statistic for θU

denoted by θ̂U = θ̂U (U, Z). Applying the Factorization Theorem, we have that

[U | θU , Z] = [θ̂U | θU , Z] f (U, Z), (31)

for some function f . Applying (31) in (29) and updating θU via Bayes’ Theorem,
holding Z fixed, we can rewrite the full posterior as

[θU , Z|U, B̄, Sl ] ∝ [θU |θ̂U , Z][θ̂U |Z] f (U, Z)[Z|B̄, Sl ]. (32)

We modify the basic ISMC approach based on (32) as follows. For each ensem-
ble member Zm , compute θ̂

m
U and generate θm

U from [θU |θ̂m
U , Zm]. This improves the

efficiency of the ensemble of parameter values. Importance-sampling theory implies
that {(θm

U , Zm) : m = 1, . . . , M} is a probability-weighted sample from the target
posterior distribution (29) with normalized weights

αm ∝ [θ̂m
U |Zm] f (U, Zm), (33)

rather than those in (30).
Example: Linear Models. Since (23) is a simple linear model on each side of the
change point, the following analysis is performed separately for each side.

Suppose U is an n-dimensional vector and θU =(β, σ 2
U ), whereβ is a p-dimensional

vector of regression coefficients and σ 2
U denotes the common, conditional variance of

the components of U. Assume that [U | θU , Z] is a multiple-regression model,

U = Dβ + e, (34)
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where D = D(Z) is an n × p design matrix depending on Z and e ∼ N (0, σ 2
U In). For

simplicity, we assume that σ 2
U is known.

Assuming D is full rank for every Z, it is well known that β̂ = (D′D)−1D′U is
sufficient for β and

β̂ | β, Z ∼ N (β, σ 2
U (D′D)−1). (35)

A simple calculation yields

f (U, Z) = |(D′D)−1|.5
(2π).5n−1σ n−1

U

exp{−0.5 |U − Dβ̂|2/σ 2
U }. (36)

Next, assume a conjugate prior for β:

β ∼ N (µ, A), (37)

where µ and A (assumed to be positive-definite) are specified. The computation and
simulation of the posterior [βU |β̂U , Z] is easy. Further, we have that

β̂ | Z ∼ N (Dµ, σ 2
U (D′D)−1 + A). (38)

4.1.2 Approximate ISMC in high dimensions

While the ISMC procedure outlined above improves efficiency, the ISMC weights in
(33) are poorly behaved in the sense discussed earlier. The main difficulty is that the
terms f (U, Zm) are typically tiny. This can be seen in our example, through inspection
of (36). Even if the model is correct, we expect the quantities in the exponents to be
huge for large sample sizes. Hence, following the suggestions in Berliner et al. (2006),
we replace the weights in (33) by

α̃m ∝ [θ̂m
U |Zm]. (39)

That is, we simply ignore the contributions of the f (U, Zm), and we rely on the bet-
ter-behaved terms [θ̂m

U |Zm] to capture a “sufficient” level of information regarding
ISMC reweighting. Note that in our example, these terms are merely two-dimensional
densities, while the f (U, Zm) are densities of 2,700-dimensional random vectors.

4.2 Treatment of σ 2
U

To examine closely the effect of resolution on predicting velocity, we estimate σ 2
U

based on each resolution. Specifically, for each of our MCMC ensemble members at
a given r , we compute the sample variance, say v2

r,m (where m indicates the ensemble
member), of the “residuals”, namely the observed velocity data minus the computed
velocity as described in (23). Note that these quantities appear in the exponent in (36).
Hence, though we drop the terms based on (36) in using (39), the v2

r,m do play a key
role in the approach.
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The ensemble average of the v2
r,m provides an estimate of σ 2

U . Due to the very
large sample sizes, a prior distribution on σ 2

U would “wash out”. Indeed, our analysis
corresponds to one in which σ 2

U has a uniform prior (the posterior is proper in our
case). Further, for each r , we set σ 2

U equal to the ensemble average of the v2
r,m when

computing the weights in (39).

5 Results

5.1 Posterior summaries

For each of the resolutions r = 1, . . . , 4, Fig. 2 presents 10 realizations of the smoothed
base, Wr Cr , and the original data. We see that the posterior distributions of the
smoothed base are increasingly faithful to the basal-elevation data as the resolution is
increased.

In Fig. 3, we plot 50 realizations and the posterior mean, estimated from ensembles
of size 2,000, of the smoothed τ r (recall (22)) for each resolution. Figure 4 presents
plots of the original velocity data, 100 realizations of the posterior expected velocity
(see (20)), and the overall posterior expectation of velocity based on ensembles of size
2,000 for each of the four resolutions.

Table 1 lists various prior and posterior means and standard deviations of selected
model parameters, based on the approach outlined in Sect. 4. We note that while our
prior estimates of sliding velocities were fairly small, 45 and 35 m year−1 on the left
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Fig. 2 Posterior Smoothed Basal Topographies at Each Resolution. Shown are basal data and 10 posterior
realizations of smoothed basal topographies for a r = 1, b r = 2, c r = 3, d r = 4
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Fig. 3 Posterior Realizations of Smoothed Stress τ at Each Resolution. Shown are 50 posterior realizations
of smoothed τ (k Pa) and posterior mean of τ based on 2,000 realizations for a r = 1, b r = 2, c r = 3, d
r = 4

and right of the change point, respectively, the posterior values are substantially larger.
For example, the 95% posterior credible intervals based on each r for the sliding veloc-
ity to the right of the change point are contained in the interval (41.4, 50.1) m year−1.
Next, in all cases, the posterior means for the flow parameter A are on the order of
10−15 s−1 (kPa)−3 with a fairly tight confidence. For example, for the region to the
right of the change point, the r = 1 analysis gives a point estimate of 3.12 × 10−15

and 95% posterior credible interval of (2.76 × 10−15, 3.48 × 10−15). These values
seem plausible, though they suggest warmer conditions than expected (cf., Paterson
1994, Table 5.1, p. 96).

For the surface-elevation model (15), our posterior means for the parameters are
µ̂ = −450.53, K̂ = 4.75, and L̂ = 444, 901.

5.2 Model assessment

5.2.1 Variance estimation

In Fig. 5 and for each r , we have plotted kernel density estimates of {v2
r,m}, as defined

in Sect. 4.2. Three curves are shown in each case. The middle curve is based on all
data. The other two curves result from restricting the computations to each side of
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Fig. 4 Summaries of Posterior Distributions for Velocities. Shown are 100 posterior realizations of velocity
profiles and the posterior mean of velocities based on 2,000 realizations for a r = 1, b r = 2, c r = 3,
d r = 4, as well as the original velocity data

the change point. Note that all four resolutions do comparatively poorly to the left of
the change point. Also, note that σ 2

U is estimated to be about 50 for each resolution.
This is a standard deviation of about 7–8 m year−1, which compares fairly well to the
suggestion that most measurement errors in velocity data are expected to be less that
10 m year−1 (Goldstein et al. 1993).

5.2.2 Local behavior and resolution

From Fig. 5 we have good evidence that the magnitudes of the variations around the
model differ substantially on either side of the change point. This suggests looking
more closely at local behavior. Figure 6 shows the estimates of σ 2

U for each r , when
that estimation is restricted to the indicated subregions. Note now how well r = 1 does
over many of the subregions. This figure suggests consideration of both (i) more than
a single change point and (ii) the efficient degree of smoothing depends on “where
you are”. We return to potential model changes and enhancements in Sect. 6.

5.2.3 Model stability and predictive power

To assess both model stability and predictive power, we did two simple experiments.
First, we repeated the velocity-model updating using only 20% of the velocity data
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Table 1 Prior and posterior results for model parameters

r = 1 r = 2 r = 3 r = 4

Base meas. error var. (m2)
Prior mean 50 50 50 50

Posterior mean 3.2806 3.4766 3.6748 3.6842

Base process error var. (m2)

Prior mean 8,000 4,000 2,000 1,000

Posterior mean 6,332 4,829 4,115 2,070

Left of change point

Sliding speed ub1 (m year−1)

Prior mean 45 45 45 45

Posterior mean 74.77 106.01 105.06 110.00

Posterior s.d. 6.14 3.40 3.45 3.13

A1 (s−1 (kPa)−3)

Prior mean 10−16 10−16 10−16 10−16

Posterior mean 4 × 10−15 3 × 10−15 1.63 × 10−15 1.25 × 10−15

Posterior s.d. 0.40 × 10−15 0.16 × 10−15 0.16 × 10−15 0.13 × 10−15

Right of change point

Sliding speed ub2 (m year−1)

Prior mean 35 35 35 35

Posterior mean 45.00 45.26 46.10 46.53

Posterior s.d. 1.82 1.78 1.76 1.76

A2 (s−1 (kPa)−3)

Prior mean 10−16 10−16 10−16 10−16

Posterior mean 3.12 × 10−15 3.01 × 10−15 2.89 × 10−15 2.83 × 10−15

Posterior s.d. 0.18 × 10−15 0.17 × 10−15 0.17 × 10−15 0.16 × 10−15

(every fifth observation). The resulting analyses are reported in Fig. 7. In comparing
this figure to Fig. 4, we find fairly strong similarities, suggesting good stability and
interpolation properties. To quantify the predictive behavior, we computed an estimate
of the predictive variance. Specifically, for the velocity data left out of the analysis,
we computed the average squared prediction errors (observed value minus posterior
mean). The result was 50, which compares very well with our estimates of σ 2

U based
on all data.

Second, we again repeated the analysis leaving out some velocity data, but in this
case we omit all observations occurring between 150 and 200 km on the x range. The
posterior results are shown in Fig. 8. Again, the models do reasonably good jobs,
even at predicting velocities in the unobserved region. Note that the spreads in the
ensemble members in the observed regions are larger, reflecting the extra uncertainty.
It is also interesting that the models appear to predict systematically slightly larger
velocities in the unobserved range compared to both the observed velocities and the
Bayesian model incorporating all data. Note that the lowest-resolution model stands
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Fig. 5 Density Estimates of the Posterior of σ 2
U . Density estimates of σ 2

U using (i) all data (Red), (ii) data
only to the left of the change point (Green), and (iii) data only to the right of the change point (Blue), for
a r = 1, b r = 2, c r = 3, d r = 4
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Fig. 6 Local Estimates of σ 2
U . Estimates of σ 2

U using data restricted to eight subregions for each resolution
r = 1, . . . , 4
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Fig. 7 Posterior Distributions for Velocities for Subsampled Data. Bayesian analysis using only every fifth
velocity data point. Shown are 100 posterior realizations of velocity profiles and the posterior means of
velocities based on 2,000 realizations for a r = 1, b r = 2, c r = 3, d r = 4, as well as the original velocity
data

out from the other three models in overpredicting velocities in the unobserved range
(the observations fall outside the uncertainty bounds suggested by the ensemble from
the posterior). It is tempting to suggest that more resolved basal topographies are
needed in the absence of rich velocity data, though just one example does not justify
such a general conclusion.

6 Conclusions

As one would expect, the highest resolution wavelet model does the best job of sum-
marizing the basal elevation data. Due to the very large sample size, formal Bayesian
model selection would strongly suggest selecting the highest-resolution model. Nev-
ertheless, we examined all four basal-model resolutions in terms of their resulting
qualities in modeling velocity based on a very simple physical model. All four reso-
lutions result in fairly reasonable velocity models. Indeed, even a very smooth base is
surprisingly good at modeling velocity, at least over much of the study region.

While it is satisfying that the model captures substantial features of the behavior,
including overall variability, of the velocities, even in the trial examples with data omit-
ted (described in Sect. 5.2.3), regions in which systematic over- or under-estimation
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Fig. 8 Posterior Distributions for Velocities with Region Omitted. Bayesian analysis using no velocity data
from the range x = 150 to 200 km; shown are 100 realizations of posterior velocity profiles and posterior
means of velocities based on 2,000 realization for a r = 1, b r = 2, c r = 3, d r = 4, as well as the original
velocity data

are present suggest remodeling. First, the indication that the degree of basal smoothing
desired varies spatially suggests the use of locally resolved wavelets. Alternatively,
we could entertain additional change points. This is particularly interesting in that the
resulting additional spatial variability of the velocity-model intercepts, representing
sliding velocity (recall ub in (23)), may suggest varying levels of lubrication at the
base. This unobservable feature is critical in predicting glacial response to climatic
controls.

Another direction for remodeling involves the surface topography. For example, the
region of systematic model error, roughly in the 250–390 km range, can be remedied
by using a more refined surface model in that region. The treatment of the surface
is complicated because it enters the model twice; it is needed to estimate the surface
derivative and of course the ice thickness. Hence, the surface and basal elevations
interact.

Finally, a third direction for remodeling involves the physical models used. For
example, all models do poorly as we approach the modeled change point from either
side. There appears to be a genuine breakdown in the physical model there. As indi-
cated, the models used here are highly simplified. This motivated us to develop models
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capable of extracting additional information regarding forces controling the dynamics;
see Berliner et al. (2007) for progress along these lines.
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